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Mike SullivanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental skills they need

for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing the concepts. In the

Ninth Edition, Trigonometry: A Unit Circle Approach has evolved to meet todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s course

needs, building on these hallmarks by integrating projects and other interactive learning tools for

use in the classroom or online.
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Michael Sullivan, Emeritus Professor of Mathematics at Chicago State University, received a Ph.D.

in mathematics from the Illinois Institute of Technology. Mike taught at Chicago State for 35 years

before recently retiring. He is a native of ChicagoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s South Side and divides his time

between a home in Oak Lawn IL and a condo in Naples FL.  Ã‚Â  Mike is a member of the

American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association of America. He is a past

president of the Text and Academic Authors Association and is currently Treasurer of its

Foundation. He is a member of the TAA Council of Fellows and was awarded the TAA Mike Keedy

award in 1997 and the Lifetime Achievement Award in 2007. In addition, he represents TAA on the

Authors Coalition of America. Ã‚Â  Mike has been writing textbooks for more than 35 years and

currently has 15 books in print, twelve with Pearson Education. When not writing, he enjoys tennis,

golf, gardening, and travel. Ã‚Â  Mike has four children: Kathleen, who teaches college

mathematics; Michael III, who also teaches college mathematics, and who is his coauthor on two



precalculus series; Dan, who is a sales director for Pearson Education; and Colleen, who teaches

middle-school and secondary school mathematics. Twelve grandchildren round out the family.

I bought this as a NEW book in order to have the online access code. The description makes it

seem like it should be supplied but that is not the case. It should instead be made clear this DOES

NOT come with the access code so there is really no reason to spend so much for a new book

when you can get a like new, almost new, or even new from elsewhere at a much lower cost and

still have the same item and still have to buy the access code separately.

The book is ok.. Many of the end of section practice problems are beyond the scope of the book. If

it's not being taught in the book, then why check for more advanced knowledge? It's discouraging.

I am really enjoying this book. I paid a little more because I wanted better quality. This book is just

like new. Shipping was good too. I order early for books, I recommend everyone does this just in

case a hick up. Very happy with purchase.

Arrived just two days after purchase. Love the fact I can rent this. Helps a ton.

Got it for my lil sis class in high school.She never said much so I suppose it was just fine

This book is a masterpiece for logical thinkers but however for those who are more practical, there

should have little more examples and articulate with specific details. I recommend this book for

those who want to become extraordinary engineers, physicist, or any field in critical thinking.

textbooks are too expensive! but this book was actually great... learned a lot

Works for the class that I needed it for.
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